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Universe

Professional

Type

Verticality

Category

Kits

Subcategory

Temporary horizontal lifelines and fall arrest kits

ABSORBICA-Y FALL ARREST KIT
ABSORBICA-Y FALL ARREST KIT is a ready-to-use kit designed to protect against falls. It is optimized for work at height
requiring connecting to metal structures or large-diameter cables and bars. The kit contains a NEWTON EASYFIT fall
arrest harness, a double lanyard with an 150 cm ABSORBICA-Y energy absorber with MGO large-opening connectors, an
OK TRIACT-LOCK carabiner, a CAPTIV positioning bar, and a BUCKET bag. It is available in two sizes.
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Short Description

Selling Points

Specification

Kit for protection against falls with NEWTON EASYFIT harness and ABSORBICA-Y 150 MGO lanyard

• Simple to use, and effective:
- NEWTON EASYFIT harness that is easily donned thanks to its EASYFIT design: a vest ensures the harness keeps its
shape and the FAST automatic buckles (sternal and leg loop) allow the harness to be donned with both feet on the ground
- ABSORBICA-Y lanyard with elasticized arms to avoid hindering progression
- stowage system for the MGO connectors on fall arrest lanyards, on each shoulder strap. In case of a fall, this system
releases the MGO connectors and allows the absorber to be deployed
- BUCKET bag allows the kit to be stored and its contents identified
• Contents of kit:
- a NEWTON EASYFIT fall arrest harness (European version)
- a double lanyard with an 150 cm ABSORBICA-Y energy absorber (European version) with MGO large-opening connectors
- an OK TRIACT-LOCK carabiner and a CAPTIV positioning bar
- a 25-liter BUCKET bag
• Available in two harness sizes (sizes 1 and 2)
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Specifications by reference
Reference(s)
Size
Weight
Made in
Guarantee
Packing
Case quantity
EAN

Related product(s)

K095AA00
1
3390 g
FR
3 years
1
1
3342540822184

VERTEX® BEST
VERTEX® VENT

K095AA01
2
3440 g
FR
3 years
1
1
3342540822191

